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Several results are presented that relate the stability properties of a perturbed 
linear nonstationary system i(r) = (A(f) + B(f))x(l) to those of an unperturbed 
linear system -i-(l) = A(f) x(l). Similarly, the stability properties of the discrete 
system xk+ I = (Ak + B,) xk are related to those of xk+ , = A,x,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is to relate the stability properties of a 
perturbed linear nonstationary system 
-f(O = (A(f) + B(f)) x(r), (PI 
where x(t) E R”, to those of the unperturbed linear nonstationary system 
i(t) = A(t) X(f), (U) 
where both A(.) and I?(.) are continuous. Such problems have previously 
been tackled in the literature and several results are currently available 
[ 1,3,5,7]. What we hope to accomplish here is to present the strongest 
results to date in a streamlined fashion, accompanied by simple and direct 
proofs. We also present some results relating the stability properties of the 
discrete system 
X k+l =(Ak+Bk)xk (PD) 
where xk E R”, to those of 
xk+, = A,x,. WD) 
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Throughout, we use the concepts of (uniform) stability and (uniform) 
asymptotic stability that are by now standard. For systems described by 
differential equations, precise definitions of these concepts can be found in 
[ 3 1, while in the case of difference equations, they can be found in [ 5 ]. As 
the definitions of exponential stability and geometric stability are not quite 
so standard. we state these below. 
DEFINITION 1. The system (U) is said to be exponentiufly stable with 
degree a (where a > 0) if there exists a constant m such that all solutions of 
(U) satisfy 
IIx(t)ll 5 m IIx(t,)ll exp@(t - hJ) Qt >= t, 2 0. 
DEFINITION 2. The system (UD) is said to be geometrically stable with 
ratio y (where y < 1) if there exists a constant m such that all solutions of 
(UD) satisfy 
IlXkll 2 m llxill Yk-j QkzizO. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [7, p. 1701) that the system (U) (or (P)) is 
exponentially stable if and only if it is uniformly asymptotically stable. The 
corresponding result for discrete-time systems does not appear to be known 
and is stated later on in this paper (Theorem 5). 
2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we study systems described by differential equations. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A(.) is bounded and that (U) is exponentially 
stable. Suppose B(t) --t 0 as t -+ 00. Then (P) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. The hypotheses on (U) imply [7, p. 182) that there exists a 
symmetric matrix-valued function P(.) such that 
p(t) + A’(t) P(t) + P(t) A(t) = --I. 
where I denotes the identity matrix. Moreover, P(.) is bounded and 
uniformly positive definite; i.e., there exist constants a and p such that 
au’v < u’P(t)v 5 /3v’v Qt, QtlER”. 
Now define 
V(t, x) = x’P(t)x. 
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Evaluating the derivative of V along the trajectories of (P). we get 
VP@, x) = x’[P(t) + (A’(t) + B’(t)) P(f) + P(f)(A(f) + B(t))]x 
= -x’x + x’ [B’(f) P(f) + P(f) B(t)]x. 
Since B(f) + 0 as f + co, we see that for any 6 E (0, 1) there exists a T such 
that 
II Jv) Wll 5 @ Vt 2 T. 
Hence 
lgf, x) 2 -(I - 6) x’x 5 -(( 1 - S)//3) qt, x) Vt>T, VxER”.(l) 
It is clear from (1) that for some finite constant m we have, along the 
solution trajectories of (P), 
v(f, x(f)) =< m exp(-( 1 - @f/P) W4 x(O)) Vf 2 T, Vx(0) E R”. 
This shows that x(f) + 0 as f + co. 
In [ 3, p. 3071 Theorem 1 is proved for the case where A(t) = A, a constant 
matrix. However, if A(+) is constant, it is possible to do better. The next 
theorem is addressed to the case where the system (U) is stationary, and its 
main conclusion is that the “rate of convergence” of the solutions to (P) can 
be made arbitrarily close to that of (U). In order to prove this theorem we 
require the concept of the measure of a matrix and some allied results. 
DEFINITION 1. [l] Let II.11 be a norm on R” and let 11. I/ also denote the 
corresponding induced matrix norm on R”‘“. Then the corresponding matrix 
measure p: R”‘” -+ R is defined by 
p(A) = lim 
IIZfEAl/- 1 
r-o+ E 
One can interpret p(A) as the directional derivative of the function I(. I/ at I 
in the direction A. Note that different vector norms on R” lead to different 
measure functions. The matrix measure is a continuous functions that has 
many useful properties. (Those relevant to this paper are summarized below.) 
Fact 1 [7, p. 681. p(.) IS subadditive; i.e., ,+I + B) sp(A) +p(B) VA, 
B E R”‘“. 
Fact 2 [7, p. 681. Let A be any eigenvalue of A and let p(e) be any 
matrix measure. Then Re A. 5 p(A) 5 JIA I(. 
Fact 3 17, p. 1791. Let 11. II be any norm on R” and let ,B(.) denote the 
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corresponding matrix measure. Let @(., .) denote the state transition matrix 
corresponding to the system (U); i.e., let @( ., . ) be the unique solution of the 
equation 
Then we have 
We now present a further refinement of Fact 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let A E RnX”. Gitlen any 6 > 0, there exists a matrix 
measure ,u(.) such [hat p(A) <p(A) 5 p(A) + 6, where 
p(A) = max Re A, 
AESP(.4) 
Sp(A) = spectrum of A. 
Proof The inequality p(A) < ,u(A) holds for any matrix measure p(.). To 
prove the other inequality, let A denote a block diagonal matrix, which is 
constructed as follows: If Ai is a real eigenvalue of A, then there is a 1 x 1 
diagonal block consisting of li; if ai +j,fIi is a pair of complex conjugate 
eigenvalues of A, then there is a 2 x 2 diagonal block of the form 
Given any 6 > 0, select a real n x n matrix M = M, such that 
where 11. II2 denotes both the Euclidean vector norm as well as the 
corresponding induced matrix norm. Now define a vector norm )I - IId by 
llxlls = I)MxI), = (x’M’Mx)‘j2. 
If we define P = M’M, it is easy to see that 
A’P + PA = A’M’M + M’MA = M’(M-“ A’M’ + MAM-‘)M 
so that 
,- 
A’P+PA-M’(A’+A)M=M’dM, 
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where IId IJZ < 26. The measure of the matrix A corrsponding to the vector 
norm 1) . jJ6 is 
= lim i sup 
r-O+ E [ I 
(x + &AX)’ P(x + &AX) 1 1/Z _ 1 
X#O X’PX i I 
= sup 
x’(A’P + PA)x 
xto 2x’Px 
= sup 
x’M’(A ’ + A) Mx + X’M’A Mx 
I f 0 2x’M’M’x 
= sup 
z’(A’ + A)2 + z’dz 
letting z = Mx 
;+o Zz’z 
We now present a result that gives a tighter bound than Theorem 1 in the 
case where A(.) is constant. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the system (U) and suppose A(f) = A, a Hurwifz 
matrix (i.e., a matrix whose eigenvalues all have negative real parts). 
Suppose B(t) -+ 0 as t + co. Then for each 6 E (0, -p(A)), there also exists a 
finite constant m such that rhe solution trajectories of (P) sat@ 
II-Wll 5 II-44 m ext4@(4 + 01. 
ProoJ Let Y(-, .) denote the state transition matrix of (P). Then 
applying the formula analogous to (2) to (P) we get 
II W. ~)I15 exp (j:.W + B(s)) ds) 
II .~@)ll 5 II-Q>ll exp (#]~a@ + WI) ds). 
Now, by Lemma 1, if A is Hurwitz, then there exists a matrix norm 11. II* and 
a corresponding matrix measure ,~+.(a) such that p*(A) sp(A) + J/2 for all 
positive 6. Since B(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, we can find a r such that llB(7)ll* 2 S/2 
Vt 2 r. Finally, we have 
A@ +B@)) =c/dA) +~u,P(s)) ZdA) + IIWJI <P(A) + 6 
vs >= 5. 
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5 II-WI* expb@) + 4(r- 5% 
Since I?(.) is bounded over the finite interval [0, r], there exists a finite 
constant m such that 
IIx(t>ll* 5 II-wll* m exp[@@) + Jbl. 
Combining these two inequalities gives 
IIWl* 5 II--4O)lI* mevl@W+44 
which establishes the desired conclusion for the particular norm I( . )I*. The 
theorem follows on noting that all norms on R” are equivalent. 
Up to the present time we have only assumed that B(t) + 0 as t + co. If 
we change the assumption to B(.) E Lyxn, then in fact one can obtain 
necessary and sufficienf conditions relating the stability properties of (U) and 
(9. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose B(.) E L;“‘. Then (U) is uniform& stable if and 
only if(P) is uniformly stable. 
The proof is essentially found in [ 4, p. 85 I. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose B(.) E Ly”‘. Then (U) is uniformll? stable with 
degree a if and onb f (P) is exponenfially stable with degree a. 
The proof requires only a simple modification of that of Theorem 3 and is 
hence omitted. 
Note that results similar to Theorems 3 and 4 are proved in [ 6. 
Theorem 11 in the context of feedback stability. 
3. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In the remainder of this paper we shall illustrate how the stability 
properties of (PD) are related to those of (UD). We begin by finding a 
Lyapunov function for the nonstationary system (UD), where (UD) is 
known to be uniformly asymptotically stable (i.e., we develop a converse 
Lyapunov result). Next, we develop the discrete analogue of Theorem 1. 
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Finally, we use a non-Lyapunov technique to show the uniform asymptotic 
stability of (PD) given that (UD) is geometrically stable. 
Observe that for any k, 2 0 
X k,+l = Ako-YAc, 
xk, + > = A k,+lXk,tl - -A k,+ ,Ak,,$,. 
Thus. inductively we see that the state transition matrix @(k, k,) of (UD) is 
given by 
@(k, k,) = A(k - 1) A(k - 2) . . . A(k,). 
Fact 4. The equilibrium point 0 of (UD) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable over [0, co) if and only if 
sup sup II @(k, kcl)ll < 03 
knbO kZk<, 
(3) 
II @(k ko)ll + 0 as k + co uniformly in k,. (4) 
THEOREM 5. The equilibrium point 0 of (UD) is uniforml) 
asymptotically stable over [O. 00) if and only if there exist positive constants 
M > 0 and y < 1 such that 
(I @(k, ko)ll 5 M>J(~~~“‘. Vk 2 k,. Vk, 2 0. (5) 
Proof. (i) Suppose that (5) holds. Then clearly (3) and (4) hold, so by 
Fact 4 the equilibrium point 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
(ii) Suppose (3) and (4) hold. Then there exist M, and T such that 
II @(k. k, )ll 5 Mo Vk 2 k,. Vk, (6) 
and 
Vk I k, + T. Vk, (7) 
and for some E in the interval (0. 1). 
In particular. (7) implies that 
II @(k, + T, k, III 5 E Vk,. 
Now, given any k, and any k 2 k,, pick n such that k, + nT 2 k 5 k,, + 
(n + l)T. Then we have 
@(k, k,) = @(k, k, + nT) @(k, + nT, k, + (n - 1)T) ... @(k, + T. k,). 
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Hence 
where the empty product is taken as 1. Substituting from (6) and (7) into 
(8), we obtain 
11 @(k, kO)ll 5 M,,(E)” = (E I&)(E)” + ’ 5 (M,,/E) F’~-~~~’ ’ 
If we let M = M,Js and y = (&)‘I’, we obtain the desired result. 
Next, we present a result on the existence of quadratic Lyapunov 
functions. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose the equilibrium point 0 of (UD) is uniforml> 
asymptotically stable. Let @, Q, ( Qi, i = 0. l,... } be given positive definite 
matrices such that’ 
- 
Uejine the matrix-valued function P, , b)j 
P, = fi @(i, k)’ Q,@(i, k). 
i-k 
(10) 
Then V(k, x) = x’Pkx is a Lqpapunov function for the system (UD): i.e., there 
exist positive definite matrices _P, p such that 
x’_Px ,< V(k, x) < x’p.r Vx, k (11) 
and moreover, 
A V(k, x) & V(k + 1, A k~) - V(k, x) = -x’Qkx, Vx, k. (12) 
ProoJ Since the equilibrium point 0 of (UD) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable, it follows from Theorem 5 that there exist constants M > 0 and y < 1 
such that 
11 @(i, k)ll < MY’-~. (13) 
Hence Pk is well defined for all k. Moreover, it is easy to verify that from 
(13) and (9) that 
pk = Qk +A;Pk+ ,A, (14) 
’ A > f? means that A - B is nonnegative definite. 
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from which ( 12) follows readily. To prove (11) observe that from (13) and 
(9), 
(15) 
THEOREM 7. Suppose (UD) is geometrica& stable. and suppose 
B(k) --) 0 as k + 03. Then (PD) is asumptotically stable.’ 
ProoJ The hypotheses on (UD) imply that there exists a matrix valued 
function P(e) such that 
A;Pk+,Ak -P, = -I, 
where P, satisfies 
for some constants a and /3. Now define 
V(k, x) = x’Pcx. 
Taking the difference with respect to (PD) gives 
AV(k. x) = V(k + 1, (A, + B&Y) - V(k, x) 
=x’(A;Pk+,Ak+A;Pk+, B,+B;P,+,A,+B;P,+,B,-P,)x 
=-x’x+x’(A;P,+,B,+B;P,+,A,+B;P,+,B,)x. 
Since B(k) + 0 as k + co. we see that for any 0 < 6 < 1, there exists a K 
such that 
lIA;Pk+ ,Bkll 5 J/3 QkzK, 
IIBPk+ ,Akll5 a/3 Qk 2 K, 
IIW’k+ ,Bkll 5 a/3 Qk 2 K. 
Thus. 
AV(k,x)s-(1 -6)x’x Qk 2 K, QxE R” 
5 -(Cl - 4/P) W xl QkL K, QxE R”. 
This shows that x(k) + 0 as k -+ 00. 
* The geometric stability of (UD) implies that A,, , is bounded. 
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THEOREM 8. Consider the system (UD) and suppose A, E A is 
asymptotically stable. Suppose B, + 0 as k + co. Let p(A) = max( ]11,1: Ai are 
the eigenvalues of A}. Then for each 6 E (0, 1 -p(A)) and each z!ector norm 
(1 .I/ there exists a finite constant M such that the solution trajectories of (PD) 
satislv 
Proof. By [2, p. 271 there exists a vector norm ]] . I]* such that the 
corresponding induced matrix norm (] . I(* satisfies 
IIA II* 5 ~64) + a, O<a< l-p(A)-& 
Since B, + 0 as k -+ co. there exists a k, such that 
IIA II* + IPA* 2 1 - 6 for all kzk,. (16) 
The solution of (PD) can be expressed by 
k-l 
xk= r[ (A +BJx,, 
i=O 
= T/o’ (A + Bi) 1 h’ (A + Bi) 1 ~0 for kzl. 
i = k,, 
Taking norms on both sides, we have 
I/-ykii* 2 (Ii /I A + Bill*) (ii IIA + Bill*) II~oll*~ 
Let n::,’ /IA + Bill* = m,; with the inequality from (16) we have 
iIxk/h 2 mO llxOIh c1 -6)kmkoe 
The required result now follows from the equivalence of norms on R”. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose (l/Bkll}~zo E I,. Then (UD) is uniform~v stable if 
and only if (PD) is uniformly stable. 
Proof: Let a(., .) and Y(., .) denote the state transition matrices of 
(UD) and (PD), respectively. Thus, a(-, .) and Y(.. .) satisfy 
k-l 
!P(k, k,) = @(k, k,) n @(k, i + 1) Bi !P(i, k,). 
i=k, 
(17) 
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To prove the “only if’ part, observe that if (UD) is uniformly stable. 
I( @(t, r)l/ 5 G for all t, r E Z,. Taking norms of both sides of (17) and 
considering k, fixed. we have 
Since (IIB,(l}~EOE I,, C~zC=ollBill < co, and we have that (( Y(k, k,)lj is 
bounded independent of k and k,. Thus. (PD) is uniformly stable. 
To prove the “if’ part. observe that (17) can be rewritten as 
k-l 
@(k, k,) = Y(k, k,) - _ \‘ Y(k. i + 1) B;@(i, k,). 
i = k,, 
Thus, proceeding as before in the “only if’ part of the proof. we find that 
(UD) is uniformly stable. 
Theorems 5 and 9 lead to this final important result. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that (11 B, I( }z, E I,. Then, (UD) is geometrical/> 
stable if and on& if (PD) is geometrically stable, 
ProoJ The system (UD) is geometrically stable if and only if 
@(k k,) I A-k is bounded for some )I < 1. Now (17) can be written as 
h-l 
@(k. k,) ykllmk = @(k, k,) ykCtmh + \’ @(k, i + I) ~I~+‘-~B~ Y(i, k,) yh”- ‘. (18) 
ix” 
It is clear from (18) that if (11 BklJ}~LO E I,, then @(k, k,) )~k~B~k is bounded if 
and only if Y(k, k,) ykopC is bounded. 
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